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Proud to be Five
Scottish Child is five years old this month. In the precarious world
of unfunded, independent magazine publishing, to reach the age of
five is quite an achievement. We are proud to be five. And not just
proud but grateful - to all our readers, to the rapidly increasing group
of Friends, (the magazine's extra-special supporters), and to all
those who attend our conferences and workshops, distribute
magazines, write for us, take photos, illustrate articles and give us
their views.
Our aim is to keep on and on airing the arguments for another way
of being, for better, fairer ways of living together, ways which put the
child at the centre, genuinely at the centre, of how we organise our
world.
In this birthday issue Margaret Murray's article on the experience
of women in Eastern Europe seems to suggest that women hold the
key to this child-centredness; women hold on against the violence
of men and war, looking ahead anxiously and as protectively as
circumstances allow, to the welfare of the next generation. The
challenge of women's oppression is a complex one because it
requires a fight on several fronts at once. There is an immediate
need to fight for a redistribution of resources to tackle the abuse of
power by men over women and children. But even while we're doing
this, we can't afford to disregard the ways in which men and women
are united in oppression. It is no easy matter to recognise the man
who abuses his superior strength and flaunts his greater earning
power, as, at some level, your fellow sufferer.
Part of the answer, although it is certainly only part, lies in putting

the child at the centre of one's concerns. Still, as Sheila McLean
points out, there's only so much pious bullshit any of us can be
bothered to read if the improvements they promise never materialise.
`Putting the child at the centre' sounds pretty much the same as all
the glossy, but ultimately vacuous, propositions of the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child and other similar documents, when you
think of the way poverty has increased in recent years and listen to
what Peter Lilley and his minions are planning to do to the remaining
bits of the welfare state.
There seems little enough to celebrate on our fifth birthday if we
look at the general deterioration of living standards over this period,
including the loss of the most basic rights for sixteen and seventeen
year-olds and the attack on single parents. And yet we are
celebrating. We are celebrating the imminent birth of 'our' first baby
- Alison Bell, Scottish Child's Associate Editor until this issue, is
taking six months off to be a full-time mum. We wish Alison and Hugo
happy days with their new baby and not too many sleepless nights.
We are celebrating another sort of growth in Scottish Child: Ian
Maxwell and John Hunter have joined the team and we're finally
going west - with an office in Maryhill in Glasgow!
And we are celebrating our tenacity - and yours.
So, looking ahead to the next five years, we wish ourselves and
you the energy to keep fighting for a more just society if you are
already doing so, and to start now if you haven't done so far.
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Christmas Crackers
CHILDREN'S
THEATRE
Traditional Pantomime is not pretentious. It aims to entertain a
family audience with a magical
spectacle. It takes a well-known
fairy-tale and peoples it with gross
characterisations including the
Panto Dame and Principal Boy
played by 'showbiz names'. Good
and Evil battle it out through one
big joke in which the entire audience plays a vital and vocal part.
We break now and then for some
suggestive humour and interminable romantic crooning. Finally the
contrived Happy Ending and a great
big sing-song. It's a formula which
has won the hearts of adults and
children for generations but a quick
look at the shows on this winter
season sees a diverse range on offer.
So where does that leave poor panto?
Well, in trim and trendy form at
the Royal Lyceum Theatre which,
in association with the Tron is
staging 'Cinderella' with Forbes

Masson's name up in lights. Gallus
humour, outrageous characters
including Dames but a smaller cast
than of yore, fewer interruptions
for songs and more emphasis on
the questionable wisdom of
Cinders' choice of beau.
"Probably the best description
of Singing Kettle is that it's like
panto without all the boring bits."
So says Cilia Fisher of the singalong
trio. Audience participation is the
trademark of this phenomenon in
Scottish children's entertainment.
Their 'Christmas in Kettleland'
offers something closer to child's
play without being patronising.
Adults are offered the vicarious
pleasure of seeing their children or
grandchildren well-away' and
there's lots of nostalgia in the air.
Giles Havergal, artistic director
at the Citizen's Theatre has lengthy
credentials in children's theatre and
is quite clear about what appeals to
his audience in this year's 'The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe':
"A magic land with its own rules
and dangerous animals who speak,
a boy caught by the Queen and a
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heroic rescue." They are invited to
identify with Lucy's personal
courage, Edmund's struggle to
finally admit he's wrong - above
all it hinges on the children's
involvement with the story.
Everything aids the story and it is
not interrupted for songs. Is there a
message then?
"We're not stressing the Christian element - perhaps it's that
you're not just subject to outside
influence but can sort out your
own destiny." And Good versus
Evil? "Yes, there's lots of appeal
in that but in traditional panto the
evil is often portrayed as funny.
Not in our shows. Our Wolf in
'Red Riding Hood', for example,
was very frightening!" So ditch
the Dames?
"The Dame/Principal Boy thing
is just not appropriate to the stories
we choose." So what does he retain
from the traditional panto? The
songsheet at the end remains
"essential for the children to let off
steam." But most of all it's the
audience participation, though of a
more demanding kind: "For

example in 'The Jungle Book'
Mowgli turns at one point and asks
the audience 'What is Man's Red
Flower?' Sometimes it's a lone
child's voice that replies 'Fire!"
What about the adults in the
audience, what's in it for them,
after all what will the Christmas
work outings do for laughs? "The
fun comes from seeing the children
enjoy themselves. Our priority is
to introduce children to theatre in a
spectacular way so that they want
to come back."
It suggests a lively children's
entertainment scene in Scotland
with its professionals applying theories of the needs of developing
children while raising questions
about our kids' apparent sophistication from watching TV and film.
Do they have high expectations of
special effects and social realism?
Does this turn them off fables?
Can they still use their imaginations? Perhaps it is the child that
remains most mysterious, magical
and frightening of all.

Aileen Bruce

What Safety Net?
YOUTH
HOMELESSNESS
Little more than 3 months ago
Scottish Child June/July issue
reported a loss of 4 emergency
hostel beds in the Glasgow area.
Airdrie Short-Stay Refuge, a
unique service providing safe,
emergency accommodation for
teenagers up to the age of 16, was
shut, despite the opposition of both
parents and teenagers in the area.
As things stand, November 30th
will see the closure of yet another
resource. Glasgow Stopover
loses its Urban Aid funding and
the signs are that another 14
emergency hostel beds originally
provided for the most vulnerable,
homeless young people will go.
Elsewhere in this issue Scottish
Child examines the desperate plight
of 16-17 year olds in need, the key
age group helped by Stopover.

Scottish Child spoke to Linda
Gilliland, former staff member and
at present leading the campaign
against the closure, to ask why
such a valuable project is being
lost when teenage homelessness in
Glasgow is rising. "Stopover's
seven-year funding as an Urban
Aid project has now come to an
end. Strathclyde Social Work
Department were willing to fund
the project on a 50/50 basis with
Glasgow District Council only the
latter found the proposal
unacceptable and claim the DSS
should be responsible for funding
the project."
It seems of little relevance then
that Stopover is almost unique in
its approach to dealing with young
people in Glasgow. We asked what
would be available for young people when Stopover closed?
"Although there are other projects
available in central Glasgow they
operate a stringent eviction policy.
Once evicted, teenagers are not

only deemed to have made themselves intentionally homeless but
find they are excluded from all
other projects. Stopover does not
support these policies and is, therefore, the only hope for many
homeless teenagers." Did this, in
effect, mean that exclusion from
one project could condemn a young
person to permanent homelessness? "Yes!"
At a campaign meeting on the
15th September the announcement
was made that "Stopover won't
really close." (Sounds familiar that's what they said about Airdrie!)
The proposal is that Quarriers will
take over the project under another
guise, with less funding, and with
a suitable break to allow the new
administration, and staff, to fit into
place.
In the meantime messages of
support have been coming from
Stopovers across Britain and from
many other projects. It appears
that lots of people as well as past

and present staff and residents of
Stopover recognise its worth and
are distressed at the loss of a
valuable project.
Linda and the campaign group
are desperately worried at what is
going to happen. "Stopover deals
with young people no other project
will handle! There are no regional
restrictions on entry and our young
people come from varying
backgrounds. A high percentage
of our residents are coming straight
from care."
What then will Glasgow really
have to offer the numerous homeless teenagers who obviously need
the emergency accommodation
project that has been provided so
effectively up to now by Glasgow's Stopover? People still talk
about vulnerable teenagers 'slipping through the safety net'. What
will they find to say when there's
no net left?
Rona Sutherland
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Breaking the Silence
SEXUAL ABUSE
In the olden days quilt-making
was a social occasion, the
finished cover not only beautiful
and functional but also a source
of great pride to the women who
worked together on it.
Right now there's another
patchwork project on the go,
made from panels that have
been sewn, painted or drawn by
survivors of sexual abuse in
Tayside. It is still in the early
stages but if you want to begin to
understand just how devastating
sexual abuse is, then it is worth
a look.
One of the sections was made
by a mentally handicapped
woman. Beside her daubs
someone has translated,
'Alastair's a bugger'. The colours
of another are black and red and
have tears of blood dripping
down. A small pink felt hand
represents the damaged child in
among a jumble of symbolised
crucifixes and chains. All we
need is love', states the next
with a heart raggedly torn. It was
made by a nine year-old.

Another has a knife and a
picture of a happy face and a
sad one. 'Before I was abused',
has been written beneath the
happy face. 'After', is below the
other. More than one reflect the
women's anger, with graphic
suggestions of what the knives
might be used for.
There are also very beautiful
ones. One hand has been
coloured like a rainbow. 'One
woman took away, many gave
back'. Another is the colour of
fire and states, 'he could not
take the joy of life'.
We have called it the Tayside
Hands of Courage Banner and
it's being organised and worked
on through the Dundee Rape
Crisis Centre to celebrate its
tenth anniversary. More
importantly, it gives another
means of expression to the
many people who suffered
sexual abuse when they were
children. It is a way of breaking
the silence and extending a
symbolic hand of friendship to
each other.
But it does more than that. It
demonstrates more than any
words the sometimes over-

whelming pain people who are
abused as children carry round.
A few people have come to terms
with it, but they are the lucky
ones, the ones who were believed when they did speak out
and who have managed to keep
talking, either in self-help groups
or in therapy. Their panels are
more gentle but just as brave.
The problem with child sexual
abuse is that although we all
know it exists, very few are really able to understand how
disastrous it is for the child. It is
not just the pain or the threat of
pain, although that is bad
enough. It is the fact that they
are caught up in something that
is a secret, that makes them feel
dirty and ashamed, guilty and
powerless.
If you look round your office,
the staff room or your corner of
the factory it's not unlikely you'll
be looking at least one survivor
of sexual abuse. They won't
necessarily look different but
inside they're hurting, unless
they've pushed it all so far into
the recesses of their mind that
they've forgotten all about it.
Rape Crisis Centres were set

up to help women who were
raped. Over the years they are
asked to help more and more
survivors of sexual abuse.
Women will approach them
because they know it is totally
confidential, that they will be
given space to talk, cry, sit in
silence, share the pain.
The banner will take a while.
For many women, even the
thought of contributing a piece
is traumatic but making one is a
cathartic experience and they
share the pride when they see
how vibrant and bright it is. It is
much more than a patchwork.
Its function is to break the
silence, giving voice to those
secrets kept from so many years
before. And it is beautiful.
Penny Glenday
If you are a survivor living in
Tayside Region and would like
to make a panel, send a stamped
addressed envelope to Dundee
Rape Crisis Centre, PO Box 83,
Dundee and they will send you
details. The phone number for
the Centre is 0832 201291 and
the lines are open from 7-9 pm.
on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Scottish Child October/November 1993 9
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IN BRIEF
Readers may be interested to
hear that The Scottish
Register of Services for
Child Sexual Abuse
And Incest is now available

in an up-dated version.
The Register is compiled
alphabetically by regions and
towns. It contains 56 contact
names and numbers and a brief
summary of the kind of service
each place offers. What you can
see at a glance is the variation in
the level of support for abuse
victims. In many regions, it
seems as though the local
Women's Aid office is the only
resource available.
Having the needs of abused
men and boys in mind - see the
August/September issue of
Scottish Child - we were
concerned to see how little
support there is for male victims.
Resources for male victims of
abuse do receive a mention, but
pretty infrequently.
We'd like to congratulate the
Women's Support Project for
keeping this register up to date.
It's obviously a low budget
publication and we urge as many
projects and individuals as
possible to buy it, since this will
no doubt help to meet the costs
of producing the 1994 version.
The Register costs £4.50.
Copies are obtainable from The
Women's Support Project, 871
Springfield Road, Glasgow. Tel:
041-554 5669.

•
Surprise! Surprise! Fife Social
Work Department's in the news
again. And what's happening now

makes the promises of the postKearney era look very hollow
indeed. This time we've been
hearing about Rimbleton
House, Fife's regional
assessment centre for young
people, where the principal, Robin
McLean, has taken extended leave
from the end of August. He went
off after the last in a series of
disagreements with his managers
in the Social Work Department.
Things appear to have come to a
head over the matter of the 'real'
number of vacant beds in
Rimbleton House. McLean was
insisting that beds which his
managers were wanting classed as
vacant were in fact occupied - by a
young person who had run away
but might, as he argued, return or
be returned.
We understand that he dug his
heels in over this and was given a
choice of accepting 'relocation
within the Social Work
Department' or taking 'extended
leave of absence'. He opted for the
latter. Rimbleton House is now
being run by Jane Martin, under
the title of 'team manager'. Jane
Martin was until recently a field
work manager for offender services
in Dunfermline. Even more
alarming is the fact that one of the
two units at Rimbleton is in the
hands of an erstwhile basic grade
social worker, also from
Dunfermline. To go at a stroke
from basic grade field worker to
manager in charge of a residential
unit seems to give a whole new
meaning to the term 'accelerated
promotion'.
And the scandal goes on. A little
further away Rosyth's children's
home at Foot Place is being
managed by a field social worker
seconded from her post in
Cowdenbeath. The home is, to
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quote our source, 'staffed by
whoever they can get', often field
social workers who start at 6 pm
having finished their daytime stint
at the office. They get paid time
and a half for working from six to
midnight.
Not surprisingly, things are not
running very smoothly with the
children these places are 'caring'
for - presumably some of Fife's
more unhappy and difficult
children. Kids have been on the
roof at both Rimbleton and the
Foot Place home - indeed Fife's
Chief Constable was present at one
of the incidents at Rimbleton. So it
does indeed look depressingly like
business as usual in Fife - we'll
keep you posted on further
developments.

•
This month the Government will
be deciding on whether to
legislate against tobacco
advertising and all other
promotion of smoking.
It may seem surprising that
there isn't already a complete
ban here, as in other countries.
After all tobacco advertising is
already banned on television and
radio, so a complete ban would
seem to be the next logical step.
Most countries in the European
Community want to introduce a
Europe-wide ban. The evidence
elsewhere in the world is that
banning advertising has resulted
in a significant drop in the
numbers smoking. The debate
in some quarters in Britain is
concluded: the House of
Commons' own all-party Health
Committee has already
recommended a complete ban.
However the government has
always resisted a complete

advertising ban. Perhaps they
believe the tobacco industry,
who argue that cigarette
advertising only helps to
persuade people to swap brands
or to stay loyal to the advertised
brand. On the other hand it could
have something to do with the
funding the Tory party receives
from the huge tobacco firms.
Maybe it's hard to keep your
mind on the facts when your
party's £17 million in debt.
The anti-smoking lobbying
organisation, ASH, have pointed
out the obvious: if, as the figure
show, approximately 111,000
people die prematurely every
year because of smoking,
tobacco firms have to find some
way of constantly topping up
their customer base. The most
fertile recruiting ground for new
smokers is children, and it is
naive to suggest that they are
not influenced by advertising.
ASH are trying to get the facts
over to MPs in time for the crucial
vote. If you care about stopping
children's exposure to the selfinterested message of the
cigarette manufacturers, please
write to your MP at the House of
Commons, London, SW1A OAA
before mid-October. Tell him or
her why you are concerned and
demand a ban.

•
Young people in Grampian do
badly by comparison with their
counterparts in the rest of Scotland
in terms of access to health
advice and information,

according to a report recently
produced for Grampian Health
Board.
The report looks at other
resources offering advice about

health around Scotland and the rest
of the UK and then assesses their
suitability for introduction to
improve what is on offer in
Aberdeen and the rest of the region.
It examines the setbacks
encountered by outreach projects
such as Lothian's Speakeasy, and
Stirling's Off the Record in terms
of attracting young people. Such
projects often find that kids won't
go to them, seeing them only as
somewhere to go if you have a
'problem'. It also covers the danger
of a project getting a reputation for
dealing only with one section of
the population which puts others
off from attending.
Different strategies, such as
outreach work, are investigated for
dealing with these pitfalls. Also
considered is the need to avoid an
urban base which, in Grampian,
might serve Aberdeen but would
ignore the farther flung rural areas.
Finally five alternatives are
suggested to improve facilities in
Grampian and their advantages and
disadvantages are discussed. Sound
investigative work has been done
here and the conclusions are of
general interest and usefulness to
anyone looking into health
information services for young
people. You can get a copy for
£8.00 from the Department of
Education, Kings College,
Aberdeen, AB9 2UB. The
summary report, which is what we
saw at Scottish Child,costs£2.50
from the same address.

•
Take a look at the Scottish
Prison Service Corporate
Plan, a copy of which has just
reached us, and you find yourself
wondering if you've escaped into
madness. A corporate plan is a

document which sets out
performance measures and
targets for a business. The
language of the business world
has been much favoured by the
SPS since the eighties. They
don't seem to have any difficulty
in defining prisoners as
'customers', nor in drafting
'mission statements' which
figure prominently at the
entrance to the jails. The
trappings of the corporate
enterprise are there: the final
triumph of form over content.
Here's what they say about
the performance target in
relation to
serious
assaults - on staff and
prisoners: The target number of
serious assaults on staff is to be
set at 'no higher than 6 per
1,000 staff'. That for prisoners
is, predictably somewhat more
relaxed - no more than 11 per
1,000 prisoners. Now that's a
not insignificant number of
injured people - especially when
you read the definition of what
constitutes a serious assault 'when the victim has sustained
an injury resulting in detention in
hospital as an in-patient, or any
of the following injuries whether
or not detained in hospital:
fractures, concussion, internal
injuries, crushings, severe cuts
or lacerations, severe bruising,
scalds or burns or severe
general shock requiring medical
treatment.' Murders or culpable
homicide, you may like to know,
are excluded from this definition
as they come within the scope
of significant 'incidents'.
In the meantime, in the real
world, reports continue to reach
us of strip-searching of visitors,
the Shotts riot notwithstanding.
Perhaps the SPS should think

The message from Scottish
Child's autumn conference is
clear and to the point: 'DON'T
HIT KIDS! - the case
against violence against
children'. We're holding the
conference in the Pearce
Institute in Govan. Penelope
Leach is the main speaker
and there'll be discussion
groups and workshops
through the day - as well as an
evening programme of poetry
readings and music.
The date for your diaries is
24th November
Bookings can be made
using the conference
programme leaflet which
comes as an insert with this
issue of the magazine.
There's already been a lot
of interest - and some heated
debate. We took a quick

sample of opinions and got
an impression that more
people now feel that hitting
children is theoretically not a
good idea. They qualify that
by adding, however, that
'being realistic, it's still likely
to go on happening anyway'.
What do you think? If you
think it's important how we
tackle this question - whether
you favour a change in the
law or a more 'softly-softly'
approach - we hope you'll join
us on 24th November.
Scottish Child intends to
keep the campaign against
hitting children right at the
top of the Scottish agenda
and incidentally give a lead to
England (yet again!) - where
the forces of reaction are out
in force, and the idea of the
'evil' child is gaining ground.

about setting a performance
measure for the numbers of
female and child visitors
searched in a year?
Oh, and by the way, keeping
our `business caps' on - it costs
around £150 million a year to
run the SPS, at a price 'per bed'
of £26,170 per year.

centre. The staff are delighted with
the change which has made the
service much more accessible - "it
used to be two buses away for a lot
of women" - given them extra room
and made it possible to run a creche.
The word is that the office is, "Very
busy. That could be interpreted as
bad news given the work we do,
but we think it's because we're
literally more in the centre of
things." Inverclyde Women's Aid
is now at 78-80 West Blackhall
Street, Greenock PA 15 1XG. Tel:
helpline - 0475-888505; office line
- 0475-81689.

•
To end on an up-note:
Inverclyde Women's
Aid has moved to a new office
and daycentre in Greenock town
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What Rights?
Lucy Turnbull takes a look at what's happened to teenage rights in the past ten years

T

here's nothing like the launch of a
new newspaper to focus the mind new papers generally being a useful
barometer of current public
attitudes. The Big issue has been
circulating down south for a while. Now
Scotland's got its own edition and you can meet
people of all ages punting it outside railway
stations and on the high streets. I thought it was
quite a telling sign of the times that whereas
young people used to have rights - like the right
to benefits and furniture grants (remember
them?), if they were living away from home what they've got now is a percentage of the
cover price of a newspaper that they must stand
on the street and sell to sympathetic passers-by.
Thinking along these lines, I went off to talk
to a welfare rights worker about the way things
have changed for the worse for teenagers in
need. His work brings him into contact with
people of all ages and one of the things that
worries him is that teenagers often seem not to
know where to go for help and they may be
confused about the kind of help they can get
from a welfare rights worker compared with an
official at the dole office. I was carrying my
copy of Basic Rights, the latest edition of
information for young people in Scotland. He
agreed that Basic Rights is a useful way of
getting information across to teenagers on a
whole range of problems they may encounter.
Still, as the booklet itself warns, 'there are
always exceptions to every rule. So if you're
unsure about anything, always ask someone

for advice.'
Sound advice he thinks. "What you have to
remember about benefit and employment rights
is that they never stand still. Legislation changes
fast and so does the interpretation of legislation.
It's a very fluid situation and this also makes it
hard for people to be clear what their rights are.
Unfortunately for the age group you're interested
in, it's getting simpler though, because there's
actually so much less a teenager can get as a
right. In comparison to how it used to be I'd say
that most of the young folk we get coming into
the office nowadays are in a fairly desperate
situation."
I asked him what advice he would give to a
sixteen year-old who's been made homeless. I
should have known the answer - "There's not
really a lot of protection you can give folk in
that age group any longer. They used to have the
right to income support but that was all changed
and now a sixteen year-old can't get income
support for example, that is unless the person
fits into one of certain very narrow categories.
You can use a 'severe hardship' argument to try
to get income support for a youngster who's
estranged from their parents or who might be
judged to be at physical or moral risk. You'd
have to make your case though, and on top of
that you've always got the difficulty that the
length of time you can get a payment like that
is discretionary and it can be very short."
We discussed the position of students then -

another of these groups that the tabloids like to
make out as 'sponging off the tax-payer'. It's
the same story: no longer any income support in
the summer holidays and certainly no housing
benefit for help with renting your flat. He
summed it up, "Student poverty has certainly
got a great deal worse. There must be hundreds
of students living on the breadline that people
working in welfare rights offices never get to
hear of.
"The employment situation is as bad if not
worse. I'd say that there's been discrimination
against young people in employment for a long
time. Take the example of redundancy payments
- I imagine quite a lot of people have no idea that
you can do two years work between the age of
sixteen and eighteen and it counts for zero in
terms of the statutory right to redundancy
payment. I thinIc that gives a very good indication
of the status of teenagers in the job market.
"One of the key changes that affected young
people in work was the 1986 Wages Act when
they made a change to the scope of the Wages
Councils. They were set up in the earlier part of
this century to protect folk in what were

It's a lousy start in life
to have to begin by
describing yourself
as a problem or as
having a problem
traditionally low paid jobs. In 1986 people
under twenty-one were removed from the
protection of the Wages Councils. That affected
jobs in shops, hotels, restaurants, hairdressers low paid jobs that attract young folk. So after
1986 anyone under the age of twenty-one
working in those kinds of places no longer had
any miminum wage protection. Of course things
have gone from bad to worse with the Wages
Councils since 1986 and now they've scrapped
them altogether. The attack's widened to anyone
in low paid work but in practice teenagers felt
the effect of it years earlier than anyone else."
So the government's achieved its stated
objectives then? They've been on for long
enough about keeping teenagers at home 'where
they belong' with their parents, unless there are
compelling reasons for them to be elsewhere.
"I'd say yes, it has become quite a lot more
difficult for a teenager to move out and live
independently unless they can prove some kind
of a breakdown in family relationships. Another
change has been that more teenagers are staying
on at school, even though staying on doesn't
offer them any real prospect of getting a job
eventually. Quite a common scenario for us is
the situation with a family on income support

where it's got very difficult at home for a young
person. He doesn't want to stay on at school,
because he feels he's getting nothing out of it
but he feels he should because if he doesn't the
family will lose income support and the child
benefit they get while he's still in full-time
education. He's maybe not hopeful of getting a
YT placement either because there is a hidden
shortage of those as well.
"Youth training's another whole problem
area. Technically it's not compulsory to be
registered but there is an element of compulsion
because being registered means you can qualify
for other payments, the bridging allowance for
example, which is supposed to help you out
while you're between one placement and another
or between jobs. The bridging allowance isn't a
proper benefit. We're talking about a payment
of £15 a week - hardly what any of us would call
big money. And you can only get that for a
maximum of eight weeks in a fifty-two week
period.
"There is no easy way if you come in the
sixteen/seventeen age bracket that you can get
access to benefits. Maybe the most serious
thing teenagers face is that they now have to
send out signals of misfortune or 'failure' before

they can qualify for what are still called 'rights'.
It's a lousy start in life to have to begin by
describing yourself as a problem or as having a
problem.
"I'd say that the changes have led to a system
which is much more inflexible as far as young
people are concerned. Because actual
entitlements are now so few and discretion is
the name of the game as far as the DSS goes,
you've got to be quite persistent to manage to
get money out of the system. And because
things like the social fund loans and the
community care grants are linked to you being
on income support in the first place, there's no
way the majority of sixteen year-olds can get a
grant or a loan for essentials, like a cooker or a
bed or a chair.
"It does feel quite depressing to think that the
best they can do for teenagers is to give them the
message that independence is something to be
delayed, even if the costs on the individual and
the individual's family are very high. Perhaps
the most depressing thing of all is the way that
young people are so successfully portrayed by
the government as being 'undeserving'. I don't
feel there's a lot of public support for teenagers,
although logically there should be, since they
are the ones that we are supposed to be getting
ready to take over where we leave off. I'd like
to see the restoration of the automatic entitlement
to income support for sixteen and seventeen
year-olds but to be brutally honest I don't see
any likelihood of it all."
•
The 1993 Basic Rights handbook is available
from The Legal Services Agency Ltd, 11th Floor,
Fleming House, 134 Renfrew Street, Glasgow
G3 6ST; Tel: 041-353 3354. it costs £2.00 per
copy plus 50p postage and packing.
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NOT WAVING
BUT DROWNING
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Margaret Murray recently attended a conference hosted by the Women's Commission of the
Helsinki Citizens' Assembly on violence against women in Eastern Europe. Here she gives a
powerful personal account of what she heard and learnt.
ince the fall of the Berlin Wall,
Eastern Europe has been going
through what is now known as the
transitional period. At the
conference I attended many of the
delegates talked of the erosion of women's
rights in Eastern Europe, where traditionally
strong patriarchies are now being influenced
and reinforced by the re-emerging Catholic and
Muslim religions. Previously good laws on
abortion and reproductive rights, employment
rights (i.e. good childcare and maternity leave),
positive divorce and custody laws, are all under
attack. Despite the paternalism of the previous
totalitarian governments, several women from
a variety of countries had no hesitation in
saying that the now defunct communist regimes

S
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were preferable to the new state authorities in
terms of their attempts to control women's
lives.
In countries where safe contraception is
virtually impossible to obtain and sex education
is non-existent, abortion is the only means of
birth control available to women who neither
want nor can afford large families. Yet, in
Poland, women who have abortions can now be
jailed for up to two years and doctors who
perform abortions will be jailed and have their
licences to practise medicine revoked. In Croatia,
previously cheap legal abortions now cost
several month's wages and are performed without
anaesthetic, (unless one can afford to go to the
private clinics which seem to have no trouble
obtaining medical supplies). Romania, whose

pre-existing anti-abortion stance resulted in
thousands of unwanted children being
abandoned by desperate mothers, seems to be
the only country currently implementing proabortion legislation.
State propaganda machines are exhorting
women to return to the home and employment
laws are being reformed to ensure that this
happens. At the same time as women are being
deprived of adequate reproductive rights, and
denied employment protection and its
concomitant economic independence from men,
there has been a marked increase in pornography
and prostitution. Positive images of women as
strong individuals and workers have now been
replaced in the media by madonna/whore
stereotypes. Women who are actively resisting

the erosion of their individual freedom and
human rights are being vilified as unpatriotic,
selfish harridans who have been duped by
western cultural imperialism (ie. feminism).

he denial of women's rights in
Eastern Europe has made women
more vulnerable to male
aggression. At its most extreme,
the continuum of male violence
against women results in a denial of life and
liberty. Women are reduced to chattels, their
humanity negated, their bodies viewed as meat
to be bought, sold and disposed of as their
oppressors see fit. While Western governments
send armies into strategic countries on the
grounds that human rights are being violated,
little attention is paid to the denial of the rights
of women victims of trafficking - a slave trade
that exists on a scale that is horrifying and
difficult to comprehend. The extent of the
trafficking of women is such that a report to the
recent Vienna Convention on Human Rights
(April 1993), revealed that worldwide, it now
exceeds the arms and drugs trade.
The former communist bloc has seen a
massive rise in the number of girls and young
women being sold abroad for either forced
prostitution or organ transplants. Five years ago
a Dutch Foundation which helps women who
have been sold into prostitution in the
Netherlands, found that the women who turned
to them for help were for the most part, from
Third World countries such as Thailand and the
Phillipines. Now more than 50% of the women
who approach them are from Eastern European
states.
Young girls are the most profitable and twelve
year-old virgins can fetch up to $50,000 on the
market. While the misery of a life of slavery and
forced prostitution may be beyond our most
horrific nightmares, many women and girls
suffer an even worse fate: they are drugged and
then used for violent hard-core porn, (including
snuff videos), or killed after the removal of their
valuable internal organs.
Given the West's concern for human rights,
why has there been no public outcry about the
trafficking of women? Why was the Vienna
Convention report not headline news? Is it
because, like the myth that women enjoy sexual
violence, we prefer to think that women are
willing participants in this trade? Is it because
we underestimate the scale of such trafficking,
that we prefer to believe that only a few, barbaric
foreign gangsters are engaged in it?
Women are being enslaved, exploited,
tortured and killed - and the world is silent
about it. Only in the last eighteen months have

T

the Japanese admitted to their enslavement of
women for the sexual gratification of their
soldiers during the Second World War. America,
Japan and Western Europe are the biggest
recipients of enslaved women. Doctors are
needed to remove organs. Government officials
are required for exit and entry visas. And, as one
Hungarian delegate pointed out, given Europe's
tight immigration controls, one can only
conclude that men from a wide cross-section of
European society are colluding in, and profiting
from the trafficking of women. At best,
governments are turning a blind eye, and many
well-greased palms, to this appalling trade in
women's lives.
The concept of state collusion in the
oppression and trafficking of women did not
shock or surprise some of the delegates. Dijana
Olusic, a Croatian working with women
refugees, cited a recent public statement by a
government official that women who had been
raped and were therefore 'unfit' for marriage,
could escape their shame and social
ostracisation by accepting the offers of North
African men, who would be happy to have them
for their white skins, even though they had been
defiled.

The Balkan women were adamant that their
leaders are fascists and expressed deep concern
for the future of their societies in general and
women in particular. The conference also
recognised that the rise of fascism is not
restricted to those countries currently at war
(nor indeed to Eastern Europe). Citing a huge
increase in the persecution of gypsies, the
Hungarian and Polish delegates also referred to
their governments as facists, with the latter
drawing particular attention to the strong links
between the ultra-right regime, the Catholic
Church and the Mafia.
The overwhelming message of the conference
was that women in Eastern Europe are facing a
massive reactionary backlash against the few
rights that women had under the communist
system. No-one at the conference pretended
that communism was good but, under
communism women did at least have the right
to work, to childcare, to quick divorce, to
abortion and the right to make relatively free
choices about their lives. Now all that is changing
rapidly. For these women, the oppression and
threat of violence that all women face is being
compounded by a rise in fascism, nationalism
and militarism.
The reports from women whose countries are
at war emphasised the many obstacles to working
on issues affecting women in the midst of
national and racial conflict. When societies are
at war individuals are under pressure to put up
a united front and defend their homeland against
the common enemy. All internal criticism is

quashed. Anyone speaking out against
oppressions within the society is labelled
'unpatriotic'. Under no circumstances can
anyone admit to outsiders that their beleaguered
society is itself flawed. Therefore it was hardly
surprising to hear the Armenian delegate deny
that there was any domestic violence or child
sexual abuse in her country. The Azerbaijanis
were not so afraid to talk about these issues but
claimed that, since the conflict in the Transcaucus
began, incidents of domestic violence had fallen
dramatically. This is in stark contrast to the
reports from Balkan women who, perhaps
because of closer links with other European
feminists, had no interest in maintaining a
facade for the sake of patriotic nationalism, and
were openly critical of their leaders and of their
men.

v

ioleta Krasnic, a worker at the
Belgrade SOS Hotline for women
and children victims of violence,
quoted a Serbian women who
said, "I'm not afraid of war, living
with my husband for twenty years I'm already
at war." The point is taken but, although violence
is violence in any context, women have always
suffered disproportionately in times of war. As
long as women are treated as chattels in
peacetime they will automatically be viewed as
spoils of war to be taken hostage, raped, abused
or killed by men on the other side. And, as
delegates from the former Yugoslav state
pointed out, it is not only the enemy that has to
be feared.
In Serbia, 40% of the callers to Belgrade's
SOS Hotline have been threatened, physically
assaulted and/or coerced into unwanted sex by
men, (including partners and relatives),
brandishing guns and bayonets. Men returning
from the front appear to be the most anti-social
and react violently when their unrealistic
demands are not met. Many women have been
beaten because of shortage of food or the lack of
basic amenities such as water or electricity.
Women who are already at their wits end are
complaining that partners and other male
relatives are stealing the meagre food and money
supplies that they have struggled to obtain for
their families. Attempts to reason with their
men result in beatings. Marital rape and physical
violence are rife and, increasingly, pistolwhipping is replacing punches and kicks. Who
can say `no' to sex with a gun at her head?
Apart from the increased threat to women's
safety in times of conflict, a major concern of
these delegates was the effect that the war is
having on children, especially boys. Images of
war and instances of violence against womengir
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Women are being enslaved, exploited,
tortured and killed - and the world
is silent about it.

are commonplace. In the former Yugoslavia
men of all ages are carrying weapons. Many of
these men are behaving like spoilt children for
whom war is a game that is played without
rules, without self-discipline and without respect
for other human beings. Grown men are referring
to their male children as 'my little general' and
sons and nephews are being given the message
that men are naturally aggressive, that men with
guns are all-powerful, and that women are mere
pawns in their game.
The women from the Transcaucus states,
(Azerbaijan, Armenia, Ngorno-Karabakh),
reiterated the Yugoslav women's fears for the
next generation. Kerimova Sadagat, a journalist
from Azerbaijan, said,"Women are tired of the
tears of war. We want normality. The worst
forms of violence are born of war and it is
women who suffer the most, whether through
personal injury or the suffering of our children.
Our children are being traumatised by war."
What kind of men will these male children
become? How will they relate to women? How
will they settle disagreements or deal with
problems? Having grown up surrounded by
violence and male aggression, will they
perpetuate the existing levels of violence against
women? And how will the girls, seeing their
mothers, aunts and sisters being raped, and
physically abused at the hands of male relatives
and enemy soldiers alike, develop any sense of •
personal freedom or choice? What strategies
will they adopt to avoid confrontation with men
and protect themselves against sexual violence
in a world where violence against women is
seen to be the norm?

gainst this seemingly hopeless
picture of oppression and
violence, women in Eastern
Europe are still campaigning to
support women who have sufered
male violence, as they are still resisting the
reactionary policies which are trying to push
women back into the home, back in to the role
of passive mothers and wives. As one Croatian
delegate put it, "While men are waging war,
women are trying to cure the by-products of war
and piece together shattered lives. Our work is
hidden, unpaid and taken for granted." She
asked this question - "What psychological
mechanisms are at work during wartime that
motivate women to work together while men
are destroying one another? Why do states
tolerate women organising to alleviate the
effects of war, when women who organise to
improve the lives of women are seen as
subversive? What will happen when the war is
over?"

Women who are working in Eastern Europe
to improve the lives of other women are mainly
doing so against massive governmental
indifference to their situation, in small groups
without adequate premises or facilities, without
funding or the help of statutory agencies. A
number of the organisations are offshoots of
government Centres for Gender Studies, or of
voluntary agencies working with refugees. A
few groups have benefited from networking
with German and Dutch feminist organisations
who have provided some training and funding.
Most of them are anxious to share skills and
develop strategies for combatting oppressive
legislation and negative social attitudes towards
women.
The group that went from Scotland took the
Zero Tolerance displays to show to the

conference and the women from Eastern Europe
were amazed that a public campaign, partly
funded by public money, had been carried out.
They were keen to know how the women of
Scotland had achieved such recognition of the
levels of violence against women in our society.
They were also surprised at the extent of the
support systems in Scotland. While we are only
too aware that the refuges are always full, that
support and counselling services here are
woefully inadequate and that in Glasgow alone
there is a huge shortfall in what is needed, some
women gasped when they heard about the
amount of refuge provision Scotland has. To
put things in perspective - Glasgow probably
has more refuge space for women fleeing male
violence than is available in the whole of Eastern
Europe.
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Of Rhetoric
and Resources
Sheila McLean gives a
guarded welcome to
the White Paper,

Scotland's Children
s someone who once worked
with the children who are the
subject of the recent Scottish
Office document, Scotland's
Children, it would be churlish
of me not to welcome its
publication. Those of us involved at the early
stages of the Children's Hearing System which
effectively brought together most of the agencies
working with children 'in need', have for long
complained about many of the shortfalls in
resources and shortcomings in procedures to
which this report draws attention. Even if it has
taken twenty-two years, a number of very public
scandals and a few international statements of
rights for these calls to be given this level of
consideration, it will doubtless come as a relief
to those working in the system that this report is
finally out.
In the spirit of the age, it sets its recommendations and considerations against two basic
principles which are most commonly used in the
language of human rights for children - welfare
and justice. It is without argument that these two
vital considerations form the key to all of the
recommendations of this document. Justice, for
example, is exemplified in the proposals to
introduce into all aspects of child welfare the
provisions for adequacy of legal procedures and
processes.
Recognition of the need for children to be
heard, for families to be involved in decisionmaking where feasible and for legally clear
rights of appeal and prompt treatment reflects
important elements of what we recognise as
justice. The need for education, for adequate
residential and other facilities and the
commitment to a positive duty to consider the
immediate and long-term interests of the child
restate the welfare principle. From my
perspective, one extremely important
consequence of this adherence to the language
of rights is the final recognition that the demands

Cohn C halmers
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There is nothing in the report which
explains how to prepare these young
people for jobs which don't exist

of due process and welfare are not in conflict
with each other - they are in fact intimately
connected to the provision of appropriate and
adequate resources and care for children.
Out of all the many recommendations and
proposals there are some which should be singled
out. The welfare and justice principles should,
it is said inform both the provision and the
providers of care. This, the report tellingly
notes, cannot be done merely by the payment of
lip-service to children's rights but requires actual
input. Unsurprisingly, at least part of this
commitment to action is described in terms of
charters, contracts, codes of conduct and the
enhancement of what the document itself refers
to as the 'mixed economy' currently existing in
some parts of the services to children, for
example in the resources for the pre-school
child.
Whilst endorsing the value of standards and
consistency of care, the paper nonetheless is
happy to leave the provision of pre-school care
to a mixed variety of sources, from the private
to the charitable to the public. It is noted that
'over 70% of all three and four year-olds are
now provided with some form of day care or
nursery education' and that 'voluntary
organisations and accredited private individuals
figure prominently in this area'. However, this
tells us little about what form or quality of care
is provided, nor is it necessarily a conclusion of
which to be proud. 70% is not the ultimate
figure which we can reasonably expect, and in
any event, it sits ill with the report's own
introduction which notes that, 'in 1990 8% of
all babies born were to mothers under twenty
years of age of whom 80% were unmarried.'
Nor does it look like a major success when
'..24% of all children involved in divorce
proceedings in 1991 were under five'.
Rather, what these figures show is a vast
reservoir of need for children, (and their
families), from birth onwards, a need which - in
my view - cannot adequately be met, and perhaps
should not be, by relying on the 'mixed
economy' of care provision. Indeed the
government's own figures show that this need
has not been met by such a reliance.
Similarly, in its consideration of after-care,
local authorities are exhorted to pay attention to
the needs of the older child for education and
housing opportunities. Children in care should
be prepared in advance for the realities of postcare life, and again the responsibility for doing
so is that of the local authorities. But, despite
this, arguably pious, rhetoric, there is nothing in
the report which explains how to prepare these
young people for jobs which don't exist. Nor,
beyond some limited projects, is it explained

how housing will miraculously be made
available.

arly in the report the following
comment is made. 'Principles do
not stand alone. If they are to be
applied for the benefit of children
and their families they need a
sound framework of law, clear
policies and professional skills, supported and
enhanced by thorough training.' No-one would
dispute this, but they also need one further thing
-money. With very limited, and very small,
exceptions, the funding of these changes is
either ignored or it is taken for granted that
already hard-pressed local authorities will carry
the burden. There is a worrying feeling that despite protestations to the contrary - we are
again witnessing the rhetoric rather than the
reality of change. For improvements to be made,
surely allocation of funding on a large scale
from central government would be necessary,
yet nowhere is this proposed.
Turning to the Children's Hearing System,
which represents a major constituent of child
welfare provision in Scotland, the report starts
by endorsing the welfare principles inherent in
it. Despite the occasional recent rough ride, the
Scottish Office shows the courage of its
convictions in not responding to hysteria and
reinforces its commitment to the welfare
principle. With absolute consistency in terms
of its expressed goals, the report however, goes
on to recommend a number of legislative changes
which, it is hoped, will strengthen the system,
both from the perspective of those operating it
and those who come into contact with it.
It has for long been a complaint of panel
members and reporters that in many ways their
hands are tied in offering real help to children.
Their inability to call for an early review of
supervision orders in order to assess if they
have made the correct decision or the quality of
the supervision they have ordered, has been a
problem since the system first came into
operation. This we are told, will now be dealt
with by a change in the law.
The manifest unfairness of further victimising
an abused child by removing him or her, and not
the abuser from the home will now be tackled,
although, given the experience of exclusion
orders in other settings, such as the exclusion of
a violent husband - one must remain a little
sceptical of their efficacy.
In addressing the problems most particularly
highlighted by the Orkney case, a new Child
Protection Order will be introduced. The
proposal is that the order will be issued by a

E

sheriff, (or rarely, by a JP, with confirmation
required within twenty-four hours), and would
set in motion the authority to remove a child
from home, 'only where there is reasonable
cause to believe that the child is likely to suffer
significant harm and where immediate removal
to a place of safety (or perhaps continued stay
in, for example, a hospital), is necessary for his
or her own safety'.
Now, there are few who can be happy about
the outcome of the Orkney case, and many who
will be delighted that such an order will be made
by a sheriff, since this seems to guarantee some
legal formalism and to minimise the scope for
local or regional variations in practice. However,
a mere glance at the wording suggests some
problems. What is 'reasonable cause' - is it
different from the criterion which reporters
have always used in the past? And what is
'significant harm' - indeed, if 'significant'
means serious then are we right to wait until that
point before removing the child from the source
of danger, (assuming that the exclusion order is
not used or has not worked)?
The main result of these changes is, arguably,
only that the procedures are reversed. Rather
than the Children's Hearing System stepping in
first, with subsequent review by the sheriff, the
sheriff now will see the case first with early
review by the hearing system. It may well be
that this reversal of roles will minimise
unwarranted intrusion and if so, this is to be
welcomed. Certainly, what it will achieve, and
this may be its major impact, is to create a clear
and unequivocal commitment to early review,
to rights of appeal and to rights of attendance,
with no room for misinterpretation or variation.
This must be a positive benefit.
These last recommendations - and there are
many more - will undoubtedly have an impact.
To those who argue that child welfare systems
are in some way different and don't require indeed suffer from the intrusion of 'legalism' some will prove anathema. In my view however,
they are by and large, to be greeted with the
appropriate level of enthusiasm tinged with
critical analysis. For, whatever the benefits
they may bring to children, there remains one
further problem. Just as the provisions relating
to the very young and to after-care seem to
suffer from a likely lack of adequate resourcing,
so too these changes all require revision of the
law, and legislative time is notoriously hard to
come by. Only in the creation of the national
reporter's service is any formal timetable
envisaged. Otherwise these are promises, which
those involved and entrusted with the welfare of
children will need to press to ensure are fulfilled
sooner rather than later.
•
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John Hunter takes a wander
doun the water to Clydebank
where Thomas O'Donnell
took the photos
chosen for the 1994 Scottish
Child calendar
lydebank is a .name which
evokes powerful images. The
our '1
Clydebank
Blitz.
•Shipbuilding. Singer sewing
machines. It is an area, a town,
▪ proud of its own tradition, a
Glasgow satellite eager to
• divorce itself from its mighty
neighbour, quick to remind its
visitors that here is a place with its own beating
heart, its own people, its own character.
Yet until recently, Clydebank lacked a proper
photographic record of its people, an archive
which could be accessed by present and future
generations. It was with this in mind that in
1990 the Dumbartonshire District Council, with
the support of the Scottish Arts Council,
advertised for a Photographer in Residence,
someone who would spend three months
developing a photodocumentary of Clydebank
which would form the nucleus of a photographic
archive.
Thomas O'Donnell was the photographer
chosen to build the nucleus of the Clydebank
archive. He is a community-based photographer
living in Partick, Glasgow, and it is the results
of his photographic journey which form the
subject matter for the Scottish Child calendar,
'Jock Tamson's Bairns 1994. The photographs
here have been chosen from the hundreds
O'Donnell took to illustrate the diversity and
commonality of life among Clydebank's
children in the 1990s. Ia.
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happy birthday!
Birthday good wishes from
Friends of Scottish Child...
John Aitkenhead, Castle Douglas
Morag Aitkenhead, Castle Douglas
Ruth Anderson and Co, Kilwinning
Graham Atherton, Edinburgh
Jean Bechhofer, Edinburgh
Barbara Bennett, Falkirk
Catherine Bjarnason, London
Anne Black, Edinburgh
Patrick Boase, Glasgow
Elliot Bothwell, Glasgow
The Bruce Trust, Edinburgh
Irene Buchanan, Edinburgh
Central Scotland Police
John Chalmers, Largs
Malcolm Chalmers, Bradford
Busa Cochrane-Muir, Upper Largo
Cormorant Films, Edinburgh
Valentine Cowden, Glasgow
Andrew Coyle, London
Craigmillar Out of School Project,

Edinburgh
Maureen Devlin, Northern College
of Education, Dundee
Alistair Duff, Edinburgh
Anne Dommershausen, Koblenz,

Germany
Eildon Dyer, Glasgow
Craig DuneIlen, Cambridge
Edinburgh and East of Scotland
Society for the Deaf

Edinburgh Family Service Unit
Edinburgh Young Theatre
Jim Ennis, Dundee
Val Graham, Castle Douglas
Greenock Health Centre
Norma Gill, Fairlie
Bob Goupillot, Edinburgh
Connie Hadden, Aberdeen
Paul Hare, Edinburgh
Christopher Harvie, Tubingen,

Germany
David Harvie, Leeds
Sidney Hill, Lockerbie
Inverclyde Women's Aid
David Johnson, Edinburgh
Kerelaw School, Stevenson
Kathryn Kerr, Edinburgh
Langlees Family Centre, Falkirk
Charlotte McEachran, Edinburgh
Mrs G. McElvogue, Shetland
Irene McGugan, Letham
Margaret McKay, Musselburgh
Lucille MacLeod, Livingston
Susan Moody, Dundee
National Foster Care Association,

Glasgow
Caroline Naysmith, Bristol
Elizabeth Ormerod, Fleetwood
Joan Pennycook, Alloa
Rena Phillips, Stirling
PiIton Youth Programme, Edinburgh
Sheila Ramsay, Glasgow
Mrs E.E. Richards, Newton Stewart

Alan Riddell, Edinburgh
SACRO Family Services, Qlasgow
Sheriff D Robertson, Glasgow
Moira Scott, Edinburgh
Scottish Institute of Human
Relations, Glasgow and Edinburgh
Prisoners and Staff at Shotts Unit
Slipway Project, Edinvar Housing
Association, Edinburgh
Starley Hall, Burntisland
Stirling District Council Play
Development
Stopover Hostel, Edinburgh
Isabel Taylor, Dundee
I.J. Tate, National Foster Care
Association, Glasgow
Sandra Thomas, St. Boswells
Cathie Thomson, Glasgow
Volunteer Tutors Organisation,

Edinburgh
Gill West, Glasgow
Who Cares? Scotland
E Whigham Price, Durham
Christa Wynn-Williams, Edinburgh
William Wolfe, North Berwick
Jean Wilson, Stirling
Frances Young, Edinburgh
Young Families Now Project,

Aberdeen
Helen Zealley, Edinburgh

Plus other anonymous Friends

LIMITED EDITION:
ORDER NOW
WHILE
STOCKS

The new Scottish Child calendar

JOCK TAMSON'S BAIRNS
1994
* Twelve terrific pictures of Scottish children
* Monthly day planners
* Limited to 500 copies
* Each individually numbered
* High quality reproduction
* The ideal gift
* ONLY £4.95

LAST

To obtain your copy - or copies - of the 1994 Scottish Child calendar fill in the attached coupon and return it
to Scottish Child along with your remittance. If you would like us to send a calendar to someone else as a gift,
simply put their name(s) and address(es) on a separate sheet of paper and enclose that - together with greetings
cards if you wish them included - and we'll do the rest.
Order now while stocks last

Please send me
copies of JOCK
TAMSON'S BAIRNS 1994, the new Scottish
Child calendar.
Please send the new Scottish Child
calendar, JOCK TAMSON'S BAIRNS 1994, to
the address(es) on the attached sheet.
I enclose £4.95 (plus £1 p&p) for each calendar.

Name
Address

Postcode

Cheques should be
made payable to
Scottish Child and
sent, along with
order forms, to:
Scottish Child, 130
St Stephen St,
EdinburghEH3 SAD.

During the three-month residency CB wasn't
an awful long time') O'Donnell spent half his
time teaching and working with groups of people
- 'anything in the area that could use a
photographer'. The other half was spent
exploring Clydebank, all the time recording
'life as I saw it' for posterity. 'I tried to reflect
the social mix as much as possible, but it was
difficult to get a balance.'
For example, there are more photographs in
the collection of younger children and older
adults than there are of men and women between
those age-groups. Partly this may be the result
of changing social trends, but partly, says
O'Donnell, it's because 'some people are simply
more open to having their picture taken than
others'.
'Jock Tamson's Bairns 1994 is available
now direct from the offices of Scottish Child. If
you would like a copy or copies - for yourself
and/or for your friends - why not telephone us
on 031-220 6502. Alternatively you can fill in
the form opposite and send it, together with a
cheque or postal order, to Scottish Child, 130 St
Stephen St, Edinburgh EH3 5DA.
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Active Today or Rac
As THORP gets up and running, they're taking on the nuclear-reprocessing industry in the South-\i

SURPRISE, SURPRISE

'Scotland's Surprising South West' they call it
- the Tourist Board slogan for Dumfries and
Galloway. Unfortunately, some surprises are
more welcome than others. A glimpse of the
Henry Moore sculptures on a lonely hillside is
a pleasant surprise; a small piece of plutonium
between the toes as you trample for flounders in
Rough Firth certainly isn't.
Residents on the Solway coast have had more
than their fair share of nasty surprises over the
years. Since the mid-1950s the Windscale
(Sellafield) reprocessing plant and the reactor
at Chapelcross have been discharging
radioactive material into the Irish sea, some of
which accumulates in the muddy estuaries along
this coastline.
Wind-blown fallout from the Chernobyl
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disaster landed on the Region in 1986, and the
movement and slaughter of sheep is still
restricted on some farms at Kirkpatrick Durham,
Kirkcormel, Dunscore and Minigaff.
Depleted uranium from armour-piercing
shells tested over the last ten years at the
Dundrennan firing range in Kirkcudbright is
allegedly linked with a mysterious disease
known as Desert Storm Syndrome.
Dumfries and Galloway's Area Health Board
have reported "a 50% higher than expected
incidence of acute leukaemia" in the area, with
some places such as the Urr estuary having twoand-a-half times as many cases as would be
expected. And in a surprise move at the end of
August this year, the Government allowed the
THORP reprocessing plant at Sellafield to start
uranium testing from September 2nd, even

although a public consultation into BNFL's
license application for the plant still had more
than a month to run.
Despite all these 'surprises', widespread
public concern about radioactivity has only
emerged comparatively recently in South West
Scotland, among people who previously felt
that Sellafield and Chapelcross were too far
away to worry about.
GUARD

For some people, the threatened start-up of the
THORP plant has tipped the balance. At a

packed public meeting in Kirkcudbright in
October last year, two hundred people expressed
their concern about the leukaemia clusters and
the rising threat to public health. When there
was a call for a local pressure group to be

lioactive Tomorrow
est of Scotland. Ian Maxwell has been investigating.

so far, "GUARD trys not to be alarmist, but to
represent the views of a normal cross-section of
people." They have enlisted as president Dr
David Sumner, an expert in the field of radiation
damage, to give scientific credibility to their
case. But rational argument is not enough, as
three committee members found in July when
debating live on Border Television with the
Director of British Nuclear Fuels and some of
his staff. The GUARD members emerged shaken
after a shouting match that focused mainly on
the jobs at risk if the nuclear programme was to
be curtailed. Some honour was salvaged as Lou
Howson from GUARD snatched the last word "is any job worth a child's life?", but the overall
impression was that they had won the argument
but lost the shouting match.

formed, a hundred people signed up on the spot.
Some recruits were veterans of the Mullwharchar
enquiry and other anti-nuclear battles, but others
have come fresh to campaigning.
The manifesto tabled at the opening meeting
of GUARD (Galloway United Against Radiation
Damage) captures some of this new feeling: "We
are ... ordinary people who live in Dumfries and
Galloway, from all walks of life and all political
persuasions, who want to express our concern
about existing local radiation levels and our
opposition to the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing
Plant at Sellafield, which we believe is likely
significantly to increase air and sea radioactive
discharges. We are also opposed to plans for
expansion at Chapel Cross."
Geoff Keating, the chairman of GUARD,
explains the approach adopted by the campaign

POSING FOR THE PRESS
One problem has been to attract press attention.
Cold facts about radiation levels are not enough,
they have to be accompanied by 'stunts' and
photo opportunities. Eighty people took part in
a silent vigil in Kirkcudbright Harbour Square
to protest about the testing of depleted uranium
shell in Dundrennan. This event, in early July,
was widely reported and pictures were shown
on BBC Newsnight. Organising an event of this
size stretches the resources of a small campaign
group with a scattered membership. Every time
you stage a fresh press call a new and more
spectacular 'hook' is required to attract the
picture editors. Volunteers need to be reassured
each time that their efforts are making a
significant difference, so any event that doesn't
result in satisfactory amounts of press coverage
will lessen the chances of a good turnout next
time. And the numbers game also has a deadly
down-side as your bandwagon begins to roll.
One low turnout and the story turns to 'Campaign
Numbers Dwindle'.
Although many GUARD members may
applaud Greenpeace in their direct actions at
Windscale, such stunts are difficult for a local
campaign to emulate and may prejudice their
chances of widespread support. So far GUARD
have not resolved how far they should take any
direct action. Samples of Solway mud have
been sent to every MP, with a letter explaining
the issue and asking for an independent
assessment of radiation damage to the area
before THORP is allowed to proceed. This time
the letters didn't contain anything nasty, despite
the health warnings on each packet. "Maybe
next time they'll have to wear radiation suits in
Downing Street to clean up the mud", warns
Geoff Keating, speculating on the course of
action GUARD may be forced to follow to stir
up press interest.
Local press coverage has been good. Although
his paper has been reporting on this issue for
fifteen years, the steady stream of revelations
about excessive radiation levels and the higher
than expected local incidence of cancers over
the past year has prompted Galloway News
journalist Nick Outerside to take an aggressive

line on all radiation issues. He feels that there
are questions to be answered, and deplores the
way in which potentially alarming information
about local levels of pollution is buried in the
depths of Scottish Office reports.
Local Labour and Nationalist politicians and
the European MP Alex Smith have pledged
their active support, but GUARD will be most
surprised if the name of their local MP Ian Lang
turns up on a petition form.
MONITORING
While some people are in no doubt about the
dangers Galloway faces from high levels of
radioactive pollution, the case against Sellafield,
THORP and all the other potential sources is
hard to prove without reliable measurements of
radiation levels taken over a period of time.
With this evidence, plus statistical analysis of
the types of illness and cause of death in the
area, one could start to build strong arguments
for a halt to new projects and tight limits to
discharges from the existing nuclear facilities,
to counter the nuclear lobby's line that
reprocessing will earn major amounts of foreign
currency, creates jobs, and can be operated
safely.
David Sumner of GUARD was amazed to
read in the report on the Public Consultation on
Sellafield Discharges that Galloway wasn't even
being thought about when the officials were
assessing the effect of increasing the amounts
of radioactive material discharged from
Sellafield, on the basis that, "... doses received
as a result of proposed discharges from Sellafield
by people in Southern Scotland ... would be less
than in West Cumbria"
"These assertions are breathtaking", he writes
in the GUARD newsletter. "How can we know
what the radiation doses to people in Galloway
are when we don't even have a complete map of
the pollution?"
There have been scattered surveys of radiation
levels in the South West, particularly since the
Chernobyl fallout, but not nearly enough to
establish proper baseline levels. Without a clear
picture of what is happening at the moment it
will be impossible to measure the effect of
increased discharges once reprocessing starts at
THORP, or to assess the spread of contamination
following a nuclear accident.
An extensive aerial survey of a hundred
miles of north Solway coastline was conducted
for the Scottish Office earlier this year. GUARD
activists are eagerly awaiting to find out if this
work will show contamination on a higher level
than is already known about, and whether 'hot
spots' will show up in popular holiday areas.
They fear that the results will be released too
late to affect arguments about THORP, and that
the Scottish Office will try to play down the
details by grouping raw results.
By the end of this year, a far more intimate
picture of exposure to gamma radiation will be
available. GUARD has issued pairs of personal
dosimeters to each of ten people living along'
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"If we wish to survive, we must protest." E P Thompson

the Solway. One dosimeter badge will be worn
by the guinea pig, while the other is left in a
cupboard at home. After several months,
differences in radiation readings between the
two badges will be measured. If the badges
worn by people who spend a lot of time on the
shore show significantly higher radiation
exposure levels than those left at home, the case
for a more realistic official assessment of
exposure levels will be strengthened.
HOSPICE PLANS
Teresa Spurting isn't waiting for dosimeter
readings or aerial survey results. Her viewpoint
is clear. "I would not to bring up young children
in Kirkcudbright." Her five-year-old daughter
Alix died last year from a rare combination of
brain and spine tumours - Teresa blames the
high local levels of radiation.
As well as speaking out against the official
complacency on the risks of radiation, Teresa
has launched the Alix Spurting Memorial Trust,
a charity which has already undertaken an
impressive range of activity in support of
children dying from cancer.
The main focus of work has been to set up a
holiday home in New Galloway for children
with cancer and their families. Following an
Australian example, the aim is to keep the family
and child together in a home in the country, and to
build a hospice nearby so that the children are
already familiar with the surroundings if they
have to return for terminal care. A very informal
atmosphere is important, not like an institution,
where children can collect eggs for their
breakfast and relate to the farm animals.
Speaking in the week when the Daily Record
launched its mega publicity campaign for a
Scottish Children's Hospice, Teresa was
sceptical about some aspects of such grandiose
schemes. She will continue to pursue this project,
and hopes that the national initiative will not
harm her fundraising. Her own building brick
campaign was launched last June (donations to
Burnfoot Holiday Home, New Galloway, Castle
Douglas, DG7 3RZ).
One family has already stayed at the holiday
home, and £20,000 has been raised so far towards
the hospice, without outside financial support.
Potential risk has to be taken into account
before siting the hospice, and it certainly
wouldn't be placed near the coast, but it is
important to have it in this area, because it will
be needed for local children.
The Trust also undertakes an annual mission
to Vyshneve in the Ukraine, sending a 60-foot
lorry with medical team, a film crew and supplies
for children affected by Chernobyl radiation.

causes how much damage, children are
especially at risk from exposure to radioactivity.
Their bodies are closer to the ground, which is
where the plutonium and other contaminants
are deposited, and the cells in their bodies are
still developing.
"If you avoid situations where the radiation
damage could be increased, such as repeated
visits to muddy shores, then it should be possible
to reduce risks from radioactive substances." he
advises. He would like to see basic information
communicated to people throughout the South
West, and in any other area in which Sellafield
contamination levels are high. This might give
these people an opportunity to make an informed
choice. People need to know what dose they
could receive. They also need to know how
many of the cancers are due to radiation and
whether local clusters can be attributed to the
Sellafield effect.

His major worry is the risk of a major nuclear
accident, because of clear evidence that the
authorities just couldn't cope with a disaster at
Sellafield, which would affect a massive number
of people, stretching up into the urban areas in
the west of Scotland.
PROTEST AND SURVIVE
The next few months are crucial for GUARD.
The stakes become higher and higher as uranium
testing starts at the THORP reprocessing plant.
The vitality of a young pressure group could be
sapped as the campaign drags out into a siege.
But they will succeed if they continue to raise
public awareness, keep asking the awkward
questions and warn people about the risks of
radiation. In the words of the late E P Thompson:
"It would be nice to have a quiet life. But they
are not going to let us have that. If we wish to
survive, we must protest."
•

CHILDREN AT RISK
Primary schoolteacher Alan Richards takes a
more detached but no less serious view of the
implications of bringing up children in
Galloway. His own children grew up in the area
and he has been very active in the radiation
monitoring campaign since 1984. He is aware
that although we don't know how much radiation
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Living
with Loss

Margaret, a 'birth mother', describes her search for the
baby she let go for adoption thirty-three years ago.

I

t's thirty-three years in October since I
had my daughter. I was living in Glasgow
when I got pregnant but my parents sent
me to Edinburgh to have my baby. To get
me out the road you know.
I was twenty-two when I fell pregnant.
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I didn't find out until then that the fellow I was
going with was already married. All he did was
offer me money for an abortion.
I didn't tell my mother but I remember I had
a half-day from work and I was sitting there my face must've been tripping me because I can

remember her saying 'What's wrong with you?'
'Nothing', I said. 'Have you been misbehaving?'
That was the word she used.
I got whipped up to the doctor that night and
he gave her a prescription for a bottle. He said,
'If she's pregnant nothing'11 happen but if she's
not it'll bring her period on.' And that was it. I
got sent away from home in April when I was
four months pregnant.
They did it because of the shame - to them.
'What would the neighbours say? What would
your dad's business associates say?' That was
the reason. My mother's Minister had a brother
living in Musselburgh and I guess people in the
congregation were asked if they would take me
in.
I got fixed up with this couple with three
daughters but I had a fall out with the husband
one Sunday when he was talking at the dinner
table about sewers and suchlike. You know
what you're like when you're pregnant - your
stomach's easily turned. I asked him quite
politely not to talk about things like that at the
table. He told me to pack my bags and go.
I was in a terrible state but another woman
took me in. I think my mother did want to take
me home then but the same question was still
there - 'What would the neighbours say?' So I
stayed in another place. It meant that from the
start I was living a lie. Whatever's wrong
nowadays, girls don't need to live a lie like that
any more.
I had my baby and I kept her nine days. I
fought for my baby. They would have liked to
take her away straight away but I wouldn't let
them. I knew she was going to leave me soon
enough. I'd no choice, no choice at all. If I'd
kept her I'd have had nowhere to go because it
was made quite plain that I wouldn't be allowed
home. My mother came through to see me when
the baby was born and my dad arrived a day or
so later. The nurses gave us a little room to go
into because they knew my baby was going for
adoption. I can remember my dad on his knees,
begging me to give the baby away. They also
said it was for the baby's sake, not just for mine.
I kept asking to keep her but they made it clear
-I'd no choice.
You do blank these things out but I remember
my mother coming for me on the day I left. I can
still see myself going up to the sister who was
holding my baby and me telling my baby to
have a good life and then my mother more or
less dragging me away. I was breaking my
heart. It's vivid even now, being led away from
my daughter. I was crying my eyes out and the
baby was crying too.
After it I wasn't allowed to talk about it.
Nothing was said - not a thing. You were dead
and buried - the baby was dead and buried. I
mean it when I say it wasn't mentioned in the
house - not once. It's like a sort of bereavement
all your life. In some ways I think that it's
actually slightly easier for people who lose a
baby to death than what I and mothers like me
go through.
For thirty-one years I didn't even know if
she'd survived childhood. I know now that she
is alive but I had to live a very long time not
knowing anything.
A lot of women who've gone through this
either go off their head or they go off the rails.
I didn't actually go off the rails again. I went out
and had a good time. I got married - in fact I've

been married twice and that's something you
find quite often with birth mums - you know,
more than one relationship.
I remember 1977 - my daughter was seventeen
that year. That's when I began to think much
more seriously about finding out if she was still
alive. So I wrote to the Church of Scotland
adoption agency and they wrote back saying
they were hesitant about contacting the parents
in case they were upset. So I fiddled away for
some years, trying to find out if she was alive.
Then in 1983 I read about a place in Glasgow
run by Barnardos for adoptees.
When I eventually plucked up the courage to
phone them they said they'd take my details and
if she made contact and wanted to get in touch
with me, they'd let her have the information.
But nothing happened and I got fed up waiting,
so I went looking for various other places who
could fill in the gaps or give me a lead.
I can't tell you how long and hard I fought, all
the people I wrote to or lobbied, not just for me
but for the rights of birth mothers. The records
of my adoption had been passed by the Church
of Scotland to Family Care. They had been
made the custodians of those records on behalf
of Lothian Region. Still, in my view they had no
more right to them than I did. After endless
negotiations, they decided to use my case as a
sort of test. They had a big meeting in January
1991. I was on edge all day, waiting to see if
they'd release my records. I got a phonecall at
the end of the day to say that they'd decided they
would. I was so overcome I couldn't talk to the
social worker who rang me. I had to phone her
back.
Then what happened was that unknown to
me, a social worker phoned the parents. I want
to emphasise that I was given no choice about
whether the adoptive parents were approached.
No-one asked me. That's just one more example
of how birth mothers are never consulted or
considered. The social worker got the father
and he told her quite a bit about my daughter.
The upshot of that phonecall was that my
daughter phoned the social worker and blasted
her for 'upsetting her parents'! That's not the
way I wanted it at all because I didn't want to be
a nuisance or to seem as if I was barging in
spoiling something nice.
After all this I left a letter on file at Birthlink
- my daughter had said that maybe if I left a
letter there, she'd pick it up. I found it a terrible
strain having that letter lying there though.
Every time it was Family Care on the phone,
you thought 'maybe she's been in to pick up the
letter'. So after waiting eighteen months I took
it back.
Nothing has happened since. I'm not fighting
for me now - it's too late for that - but I aqi
fighting for future birth mums to get the rights
that I didn't have. I didn't start out to do that. In
the beginning all I wanted to know was whether
my baby was dead or alive. But nobody would
tell you. The not-knowing is terrible. The worst
for me now I guess is that, having fought so hard
to break through all the red tape, all the brick
walls, prejudices and barriers, I have to come to
terms with the worst barrier of all. My daughter
doesn't seem to want to know me. My own
fighting has been in vain. I have actually really
given up hope now and I know I'll probably
never meet her but I also know it shouldn't have
•
to be like that.

Knowing Our Origins
Birthlink is run under the umbrella of
Family Care. Its computer database is a
resource for birth parents and adoptive
children who may want to find out more
about their past. It is much more than just
a database however and counselling is a
key part of what is offered to those who
want to learn more about their origins or
the subsequent life history of the child
they bore and then gave up for adoption.
Linda Paterson, senior social worker at
Birthlink, meets a whole range of needs
and demands in her work, many of them
from people whose lives were literally
overturned by the loss of their child.
She explains, "Birth parents have no
rights and very few mechanisms within
the formal system to help them search for
their child. They are not allowed to search
court records and if they don't know the
child's adoptive name - and they mostly
don't - they have no information at all to go
on. We can start them on the search by
recommending that they go and check
the original birth entry at New Register
House. We shouldn't underestimate how
difficult it can be for a birth parent to do
that. We have had cases where a mother
is still so traumatised by the loss of her
child that all recollection of the name she
gave to him, the year of his birth, really
everything beyond the
sex of the baby has
been erased from her
memory."
For the adopted
child the situation is
slightly easier. The law
in Scotland is different
from that in England
and Wales. Since the
1930s there has been
open access to birth
records in Scotland.
Once a young person is seventeen, she
can go to New Register House, tell them
that she is an adopted child and request
to see her original birth entry. The original
entry will give an adopted child her mother's
name, address and sometimes her
occupation at the time of the birth. Unlike
the birth parent, the child can also access
court records, have information from the
files of the adoption agency and can
search the public records.
Occasionally private arrangements are
made for adoption. When this has
happened, as Linda points out, there is no
'official' way for a parent to trace her
child at all. "In that case her only recourse
may be to put the child's details on the
Birthlink computer. This obviously leaves
a great deal to chance, because the child
herself would then have to have an interest
in knowing her origins and she would have
to know she could use the Birthlink register.
As if that isn't in itself enough, there is the
additional problem for children who were
placed privately for adoption in the forties
and fifties that they may never have been
told of their adoptive status - they may

simply not know they are anything other
than the natural child of the parents who
raised them."
Talking about adoption remains an
intensely difficult subject for many
adoptive parents and one whith they may
avoid for years, sometimes forever. "For
instance, quite often older people who
approach us for help have not been told
until late in life that they are adopted - or
they may have found out by chance. And
I've certainly known cases where the
adoptive parents have said to their
prospective son-in-law - 'You go and get
the birth certificate because she doesn't
know she's adopted."
Linda is sure that socially stigmatising
secrets lie behind these patterns of
behaviour: on the one hand the stigma of
bearing an illegitimate child, which has
been a powerful pressure on families until
quite recently and on the other, the stigma
of infertility for the childless couple.
"The fact of having borne an illegitimate child is still a live issue for the older
birth parent. The problem is too that if you
hold onto a secret for years and years,
finally revealing it can feel almost too hard
to manage. And of course, for the adoptive parents there is always the fear that
they'll lose this child they've cared for all
these years. Our experience has shown us
that the relationship
between the adoptive
parent and child only
rarely suffers when
they tell them about
the adoption - the funny thing is that most
adopted people have
some inkling that there
is something unexplained in their past.
"But coming forward and putting your
name on the Birthlink register is an
enormous step for a birth parent to take.
The speed and sophistication of the
technology belie the enormity of this
decision. Registering your name on a
computer does seem to give a birth parent
some feeling of hope. There are huge
difficulties to be faced if contact is made
with the child - the birth parent gave up a
baby but finds an adult, a complete
stranger at that. They have to come to
terms with the fact that they can never
have that baby back again. Still through
the counselling we offer, as well as the
database itself, Birthlink does confirm to
people caught up in the pain of adoption
that there is an agency which cares
enough about their situation to try, in
however limited a way, to help them put
some of the pieces of their particular
jigsaw into place."
•
Birthlink is based at Family Care, 21
Castle street, Edinburgh EH2 3DN. The
service is partially funded by Scottish
Office, by local authorities, by Family
Care and by donations from individuals.

Linda Paterson talked to
Rosemary Milne about
how Birthlink can help
adoptive children and
birth parents make
contact with each other
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5crieve Aboot
Whit Ye lien
Writing in Scots by pupils of the Douglas Ewart High School and
Penninghame School, Newton Stewart

The Sheet
When a grow up, ah've got yin wish
Tae mak the perfect drink an dish.
Ah'd love tae wear thon big taa hat,
An use that lovely sizzling fat.

The Tortoise

An in ma dreams ah'd mak the queen,
A huge big plate o curried beans.
Ah'd mak her a gless o lager an lime,
An gie the corgies some Winelot Prime.

The tortoise is a slow wee
beast,
As slow as slow can be,
He trundles roon' the gerden,
An, blinks his eon' at me.

Ruairidh McKenzie and Chris Allison
Douglas Ewart High School

The tortoise is a slow wee
beast,
But that disna' really metter,
Cos' as far as wee green
creatures go,
I couldna wish for better.
Jenny
Penninghame Schoolhouse

Paperboy
I wake up in the mornin
an stumble doun the stair,
I gan collect ma papers
an ride ma bike wi care.
I gan roun aw the houses,
the last yin thirty echt,
watchin for their mongrel
wha jumps up at the gate.
I hate it when it's rainin
cause I get damp an wet.
Oh no, I've sterted sneezin,
I'll hae the coll I bet!
by Sarah More, Jane Carruthers
and Victoria Davis
Douglas Ewart High School
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The Fireman
If there's a fire and your alone
Rin tae the kitchen and pick up the phone
Phone 999 for the brigade
They'll come rinnin tae yir aid
They'll be there in a flash
Tae pit oot that fire (splash, splash, splash)
They'll pit on the watter tae pit the fire oot
Poor wee boys as bald as a coot
The house is burnt tae a shred
You got oot but the cat is dead
The cat was frazzled tae the bane
Noo the boy is left alane
Tony Hannah and Nicky Miller
Douglas Ewart High School

new voices,
new writing
Living in Newton Stewart
Och weel, here a am livin in this dump in the back o beyond and
what can ye dae? absolutly nooht. No, here am only heven ye
on.
Weel a spose ye want tae ken what it's lik tae lae here? Weel all
tell ye.
First o aa I'll tell ye aboot the disadventeges o livin here. Weel
tae kik aff wi ye cannie be very independent an ye cannie gan
awa tae places lik Dumfries cause o the buses which arnae very
reliable. Weel here's anether thing ye cannie gan an see yur
freends if ye lae ootside the toon unless ye tak the trouble o
catchin the bus which can be a bit o a pain sometimes. An alse
there are nae big shoaps or supermerkets an prices are
yaesually dearer than in big places lik Dumfries or Stranraer.
Ocht noo ye must think that this place is the maest born
pointless place on the whole o the earth apert fai Sorbie? Then
yid b correct. U,
here am only kiddin on. Weel ultho livin here has its
disadventeges it alse has its adventeges. Noo let me hae a wee
think
0 aye noo a ken. The first thing is that the Crime rate isnae
very lerge a ye dannie hae polic cars rishin pest yer daer
every five minites or polismen bangin on the daer cause
there's been a brek in and thay want tae look uner the
covers o yer bed tae see if the stuff has bin
stashed there. No that dasnie
occur here very often.
Noo anether thing is that
ye can gan oot at night
wioot bein worried abooL
getin mugged or ocht lik
that. Alse there are
things tae dae if ye get
bored lik gan on hill
walks or farest walks.
Weel a think that aboot
r-.)•
sums it up for Newton
and a think that it's a great
place and safe place tae live in.

....—

Chris Allison
Douglas Ewart High School
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Liz Niven shares some thoughts on how to encourage writing in Scots in schools
vir hen you're encouraging
people to write creatively,
whether children or
adults, the best working
rule seems to involve the
age-old adage, 'write
about what you know' or `scrieve aboot whit ye
ken', if it's Scots you're writing in.
I've found that one good way to get children
started is to ask them to retell or rewrite a wellknown nursery rhyme or fairy story, or perhaps
a well known local legend. For us in Galloway
this might mean the tale of Sawney Bean, the
17th century cannibal or the story of the Wigtown
Martyrs. Many of the words of the story are
already familiar to the children and local dialect
flows. It seems to release children if they don't
have to make up the story and they feel freed up
either to translate it into Scots - or write it in
immediately in Scots. They can add on such
embellishments as descriptions of the characters,
the weather and the landscape into a readymade tale. It's a bit like the 'A have yin here ah
made earlier' technique.
I like to use poetry to stimulate creative work
in Scots too. Listening and reading Scots poems
paves the way for discussion and encourages
children to speak in a more 'Scottish' way
rather than continually remembering to speak
in standard English, which is very often their
second language. The kind of class discussion
you can have after reading poetry helps everyone

to look at the advantages and disadvantages of
dialect use and clears the air about the whole
issue of speaking and writing in Scots.
Using poetry can be an excellent prompt for
creative work. The poetry of J K Annand uses
light, accessible Scots and the content is always
of interest to children. Poems about ordinary
folk and their occupations - 'Doctor', `Postie',
'Dentist' - get the children talking about them
in their own local dialect and they feel, as with
retelling fairy tales, they're on familiar ground
to start with.
Then we may get into groups to carry the
work on. Working in groups is good for some
children because it allows them to go on talking
about the writing before they put pen to paper.
Some pupils speak much more freely and in
broader Scots in a group if it's not something
they've been encouraged to do previously.
Very often it's not the imagination that's
lacking in children's creative writing either.
Sometimes what's needed is a bank of
vocabulary and phrases and this is equally, if
not more relevant, if they're writing in Scots. If
you do build up a classroom glossary you start
to amass local words and ony doots that there's
nae Scots spoken are knocked on the heid gey
quickly as ye watch the wee ward list grow an
grow.
You can work in dictionary building from
this too, arranging the words into alphabetical
order, Scots into English and vice versa. This

can lay the ground for future work in modern
languages. The wee boy who asks, "Please
miss, whit comes efter after in the dictionary?"
is already a fluent oral bi-linguist.
The richness and variety of Scottish speech
forms, its idioms and vocabulary must be viewed
surely as an asset, an enrichment of our pupil's
vocabulary and part of our culture. We must ask
ourselves why children shouldn't say 'aye'
instead of 'yes' - it's slang, it's cheek, we hear
some adults say. It's not slang, it's Scots. It's
not rude and if the tone seems to be, we must ask
why. Why have we allowed a Scottish word to
become an act of rudeness? Do we really have
to ask why is there a 'Scottish cringe factor'?
Wouldn't you stumble, hesitate, feel unable to
express yourself freely if you were continually
reminded that the language you speak isn't
valid, isn't polite and is not a language with a
unique value of its own?
Teaching pupils to write creatively in Scots
can release self-expression in a way they have
not encountered before. To use the words of one
twelve year-old, "it jist feels richt."
An if the teachers amang ye're in ony doot,
ah'd say luik aboot ye at the weans; listen tae
them speak, fluent and garrulous in their amn
tongue, then get them to scrieve in it. The
sooner ye start the better, fer they'll tak it in
their stride then. An did ye ken there's even a
Higher grade section on imaginative writing in
Scots?
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reviews
Anti-Racism
assimilation and integration and so does not
fully chart where the anti-racist movement has
come from. Knowing about assimilation and
integration enables us to see where racist
attitudes such as the infamous Norman Tebbit
'cricket' test of nationality came from.
MARC activist Willie Adams is quoted in
their pack as saying "racism is not a solution it's
a way of distracting people's attention from the
real issues." The pack continually tries to link
issues of class, gender and race and in doing so
demonstrates why communities should be
joining together to fight against all
discrimination.
The MARC workshops are designed for
childcare, housing, youth workers and
management committees but could easily be
used by other groups. It is suggested that the
video is used to prompt discussion, but I can't
imagine that a great deal of work would result
from three minutes footage of a march and
rally. If leaving the video out could have made
the pack cheaper and so more accessible then it
should really have been left out.
A brainstorming session and an informal
race and racism quiz are much more useful. The
quiz asks questions such as What percentage

of Immigrants to Britain are black? and

Challenging Racism in Scotland
- A Community Guide to AntiRacism Education and Action
(Muirhouse Anti-Racism
Campaign, £21.95)
"Someone Else's
Responsibility?"
Racial Equality and Customer Care
(Jigsaw Communications,
£99.00 + VAT)

Fiona Steel
Someone once told me that advocating antiracism in a professional sense was all very well
but how do you make it seem relevant to the
average person on the streets of Scotland? The
first of these two packs was produced as a result
of an Edinburgh community's fight against
racism in their area and demonstrates how the
average person on the street can learn a thing or
two and then teach it to the professionals!
The Muirhouse Anti-Racism Campaign was
started two years ago in response to increased
activity by the British National Party in the
north-west Edinburgh housing scheme. A major
strength of this pack is the fact that it has grown
out of the community's own desire to do
something about racism in their area. It is
designed with community members and groups
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in mind and hopes to develop peoples'
understanding of racism and what they can do
about it.
The second pack is more specialised in its
aims and has been produced by Strathclyde
Region with the intention of persuading middle
managers in larger organisations to address
racism and the impact which that has on their
clients. Both packs contain a video and extensive
back-up material.
The MARC pack is clearly presented in an
indexed file. The information is concise and
does not overwhelm the reader. There is a short
video, a booklet guide to challenging racial
harassment, six short sections covering, for
example. Racism in Scotland and Ways
into Anti-Racism Education, as well as a
number of workshop training packs.
As the pack points out, Scottish people like to
think racism is something which those people
south of the border are responsible for. An
extensive list of examples of racism experienced
by black people in Scotland challenges the
myth that we are not racist.
The section on Black People, Immigration
and Scotland considers the circumstances in
which the majority of black people came to
Britain, Scotland included, following the first
world war. The fact that black people were
actively encouraged to come to Britain, or were
left little choice but to come due to the impact
of colonisation on their economies, challenges
the racist assumption that black people flocked
over to Britain and 'took all the jobs'. This
assumption persists today despite the fact that
unemployment is higher amongst black people.
One weakness is that the pack does not
discuss former government policies of

the answers challenge racist assumptions and
really make you think about the sort of crap
which the government and the media have been
feeding people about the immigration of black
people for the past 40 years.
Case studies are also provided. These are of
a high standard and are followed with questions
to prompt and focus ideas. I felt it was a shame
there were no separate case studies for
management committees. As the Strathclyde
pack highlights, targeting middle managers is
essential since, unless management gets properly
involved, it is hard to imagine them being able
to support workers and groups in their fight
against racism.
The youth workers' section also contains
role play situations. My only concern here is
that role plays can be difficult to control and
there is little guidance for those running them.
The Strathclyde pack contains detailed notes
for tutors and gives credit to the difficulties

which arise in dealing with racism. They provide
tutors with appropriate and challenging
responses to questions such as "Can't black
people in this country be racist? I know some
black people who hate whites".
The video included in the Strathclyde pack is
also better in that it explores what being Scottish
means for black people and demonstrates how
a white middle manager can begin to
acknowledge and address the individual needs
of black clients.
Both packs are good at what they set out to do
and they could potentially complement each
other. Between them they provide a basic
introduction to anti-racism and a more detailed
examination of how to apply it in a large
organisation. I remain particularly inspired by
the community roots which the MARC pack
grew from. With fears across Europe about the
rise in neo-nazi activities this sort of strong
community response provides at least one way
forward.
•

No Change

Taking out the Tit

The Revolt Against Change
Trevor Blackwell and
Jeremy Seabrook
Vintage £5.99

Stephen Naysmith
This is a well-written and absorbing book which
seeks to redefine 'conservatism' and argue for
a radical resistance to change in a world where,
in the authors' view, too much has already
changed, too fast. They argue that since the
Industrial Revolution the market system, while
promising stability has inflicted ceaseless change
and upheaval on the world and its people, both
of which have been treated only as resources to
be exploited.
The radical left has always bemoaned the
failure of the working class to realise their
position. But the authors maintain that their
response is both valid and rational.
This leads Blackwell and Seabrook naturally
to a reassessment of Luddism. It also explains
why workers defend the industries that exploit
them. The example given is that of miners,
fighting to continue working in "dreadful
hellholes devised by an inhuman system to
oppress its captive peoples."
The book questions the false understanding

of terms such as nature and human nature
employed by our society. We are conditioned to
believe that an ideal society cannot be achieved
because of 'human nature', and capitalist processes
are given spurious validation by comparison
with 'the law of the jungle' or 'dog eat dog'.
Other societies, such as the Yanomami Indians
of the Amazon who take from the earth only
what they can give back, are held up as a reason
to challenge the belief that 'it can only be this way'.
The writing is evocative, and Blackwell and
Seabrook have a fine turn of phrase, as when
they point out the arbitrary definitions of profit
and loss employed by the market. If human
losses were included on balance sheets, they
claim: "all such balance sheets would plunge
into the deepest red"
However, behind the rhetorical feats, there is
a lack. The book, like the British Labour Party,
which the authors criticise for maintaining the
status quo, offers us opposition without a vision.
They are not advocating a new system,
because the upheaval would be renewing the
wrongs that working people have already
suffered. What they seem to be saying, almost
despite themselves, is that there is nothing we
can do but continue to resist, within the
prevailing social structure.
"If... we lessen the burden of suffering ... we
shall feel that we have had another kind of
triumph over our fate, however partial,
temporary or local. We can, of course, never
finally win, but at least we shall not have
furthered the work of ruin and loss."
This is perhaps as good a statement as you
could get of the demoralisation of the left as
opposition to the ideology of capitalism
collapses around the world, but it is a pretty

The Politics of Breastfeeding
Gabrielle Palmer
Pandora £8.99

Oliver Brookes
"How is it that in some societies, 100% of poor,
marginally nourished women can all breastfeed
successfully, while in others, groups of
privileged, well-nourished women cannot?"
In this new, revised edition of her book
Gabrielle Palmer focuses on the cultural,
social, political and economic issues that have
formed and deformed our attitudes to
breastfeeding.
She argues the case for breastfeeding and its
'amazing power', but attempts to take the

pressure off mothers by pointing out that the
right to make a choice is only as effective as the
information available. Inevitably such
information is bound by economic and cultural
barriers - barriers which this book documents
unflinchingly.
In this country, to see a woman breastfeeding
her child in public is rare. When it does take
place it often provokes reactions from slight
embarrassment to outright hostility. As a result
women do not see other women breastfeeding,
or learn how it is done in a casual way, so our
society remains incapable of accepting it as
normal behaviour.
One of the reasons is that we are conditioned
to see breasts as almost exclusively sexual. The
sexual needs of male partners are often seen as
more important than the needs of feeding
mothers and babies.
The book argues that it is a male culture that
has taken control away from women. Men find
great difficulty with women being other than
sexual, and feel doubly threatened when women
who have gained a place in the male structures
of power then demonstrate the natural nurturing
power of breastfeeding. The author describes
how one man accused a female colleague of
breastfeeding "aggressively" in the boardroom.
But the hostility operates at more than the
personal level. In the name of technological
progress a Lformula' has been produced to solve
the 'problem' of breastfeeding, building in the
process a massive $7 billion market in breastmilk
substitutes.
Using section headings like 'The Baby Killer'
and 'Are Dead Babies Useful?', the drive for
profit and the consequent deaths of millions of
babies is fully and devastatingly recounted. In
Pakistan in 1990, 250,000 babies died from
diarrhoea. Most would have lived if they had
been fully breastfed. In the 1970s 87% of
Nigerian mothers used artificial milk because
they believed they had been advised to by
hospital staff who in reality had been Nestleemployed 'milk nurses' allowed into the
hospital.
In the developing world a baby who is not
breastfed is 25 times more likely to die.
There is little optimism in this book. The
author herself speaks of her own despair as she
"confronts the facts of human 'progress —. She
suggests that women must work together to
regain control of their own bodies and their own
lives. By writing this book she has provided the
information and a passionate argument to
empower that work.

Among the contributors in this issue:
Oliver Brookes was breast-fed (some years ago) and is now on the editorial group of the
Stockbridge and New Town Rocket, Edinburgh; Nadine Edwards is a childbirth educator and
campaigner in Lothian; Penny Glenday is a freelance writer and lives in Carnoustie; John
Hunter is editor of Clocks magazine and has just taken on the job of Promotion and Development
Manager with Scottish Child; Ian Maxwell is Associate Editor of Scottish Child and has written
for magazines ranging from Bicycle to What's New in Building; Sheila McLean is the

International Bar Association Professor of Law and Ethics in Medicine at Glasgow University;
Margaret Murray is a feminist and political activist and works for Glasgow Women's Aid; Liz
Nlven is the Scottish Language Development Officer at Douglas Ewan High School, Dumfries and
Galloway; Thomas O'Donnell is a freelance photographer who lives and works in Glasgow;
Fiona Steel is a social worker based in Rutherglen; Rona Sutherland is a creche worker and
lives with her son in Edinburgh; Lucy Turnbull is a single parent and Open University student.

dispiriting and weak conclusion.
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Colin Cha lmers

letters

Grasping the Thistle
Dear Editor
After reading August/September
issue of Scottish Child and, in it,
the article Grasping The Thistle
my feelings were somewhat mixed.
As a Black African woman living
in Scotland I immediately related
to the problems Marcia Spencer
outlined.
The subtle form of racism which
is perpetuated by complacency and
ignorance is still a major problem
in Scotland. The unwillingness of
white British people to examine
their own selves is an ever-present
stumbling block. To read of a child
so readily dismissing her colour
and, in so doing, devaluing herself
for the 'gift' of being accepted is a
frightening concept. To at least
attempt to deal with this, black
parents must talk to their children

about origin and colour. The shame
and fear instilled by racism can be
challenged to some degree with
parents discussing their culture and
blackness naturally with their
children. It struck me as very
important then that the positive
black image be mentioned as it so
rarely is. Even people attempting
to avoid being racist are so unaware
that they simply avoid the issue of
being black.
There was understandable and
justifiable anger throughout the
article. In my experience the black
people living here who have come
as adults have much stronger
foundations to fall back on when
facing racism. A very real problem
for black people born here,
especially mixed race, is either
being unaware of their roots or

desperately trying to deny them. A
child born in Scotland in a
predominantly white society, has
almost no chance here without the
strong foundation of knowledge of
who they are and of their roots.
Name and address supplied
Dear Editor,
I was pleased to see that you carried
an article on racism in Scotland in
the August/September issue of
Scottish Child. I cannot agree
however, that it enables you to
claim that you are grasping the
thistle of racism.
The last five years has seen an
increase in the amount of selforganisation in the black and
minority ethnic communities. It
has also seen a growth - albeit

more slowly - of partnerships
between some of these black-led
organisations and more traditional
white-led voluntary organisations.
The newly published directory of
one hundred and eight voluntary
organisations working in the black
and minority ethnic communities
provides some evidence of these
developments.
I agree with Marcia Spencer that
there is a lot of complacency about
racism in Scotland but I am
surprised she did not address the
issue of institutional racism in her
interview. Many Scottish agencies,
including those which work with
children, have regulations or ways
of operating which fail to recognise
the needs of people from black and
ethnic communities. Agencies
often choose to assume that all
their clients share one language,
one culture, one religion. Even
when individuals within those
agencies choose to offer support to
black individuals, they often
succeed in excluding those
individuals in other ways. There is
a need for all agencies working
with young people in Scotland to
begin to examine their working
practices, their recruitment policies
and publicity.
Scottish Child could set an
example of 'good practice' by
contacting and listening to the
communities and community
groups in the black and minority
ethnic communities here in
Scotland. Were you to help such
groups to be heard more clearly
you might more legitimately claim
that you are 'grasping the thistle'
of racism.
Yours sincerely,
Bob Cant,
Development Officer,
Racial Equality Development
Unit,

The Directory of Voluntary
Organisations in the Black and
Ethnic Communities in Scotland
can be obtained from SCVO, 18119
Claremont Crescent, Edinburgh
EH7 4QD , price £5.00 (i3.50
SCVO members).

Stop Slagging off the Catholic Church
Dear Sir,
I was deeply offended and
disappointed in the 'cartoon' by
Coburn and Naughton contained
in the August/September edition
of Scottish Child.
As a relatively new reader I
have enjoyed your sensitive and
informed approach to many difficult issues affecting children within
our community. I cannot under-

stand the inclusion therefore, of a
vulgar and bigoted piece depicting
the Catholic Church in a distorted
and insulting light. The message
represents the worst element of
ingnorance by reaffirming dangerous preconceptions which
undermine the spirit of an age when
tolerance and understanding are
being promoted. The 'humour' itself would have been perfectly at
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home in any edition of Viz.
This cartoon appeared on the
same page as your appeal to readers
to lobby local librarians to subscribe
to your periodical. Here's one exreader who will not be doing that.
Yours faithfully,
R Pollock
17 Dunedin Drive,
East Kilbride

Editor's note: The cartoon was,
in our view, a fairly mild comment
on the Church's attitude to sex,
sexuality, sin and redemption when
viewed against, for example, the
recent press reports on the abuse of
boys by `men of the cloth' and
Papal pronouncements on birth
control.

Conductive Education - an Evaluation
Dear Editor,
It may be of interest to readers of
Scottish Child to learn that the
final report of the Evaluation of
Conductive Education for Children
with Cerebral Palsy was published
in May of this year. The report has
sparked off a fresh round of
controversy about the application
of this approach in the UK.
It details the results of a twoyear study, sponsored by the
Department of Education and
Science and compares the progress
made by nineteen children
attending the Birmingham Institute
of Conductive Education against
progress made by a similar group
of children in Manchester,
attending more 'traditional' special
educational establishments and
receiving conventional therapy.
The results of the study indicate
that the Manchester group made
slightly better progress and had
fewer problems with hip mobility.
The report concludes therefore,
that their findings "do not appear

to justify the widespread
introduction of the system into the
UK."
Not surprisingly the study has
disappointed supporters of
Conductive Education and it has
been heavily criticised by the
Birmingham Institute partly for
its flawed methodology and partly
on the grounds that the
comparison was made during the
early years of the Institute's work
and much progress has been made
since.
Writing in the journal.
Developmental Medicine and
Child Neurology, Dr Martin Bax

concludes that what is wanted now
from advocates of any particular
system of therapy is an acceptance
that they can only be part of the
whole. "Their task is to develop
objective scientific data on their
innovative ideas, which we can
then incorporate into the growing
body of knowledge of cerebral
palsy."
This approach seems to have

much to commend it. It is
understandable that carers become
evangelistic disciples of a
particular therapy model or
theoretical approach. But we do
have to guard against falling into
this trap. To do so may result in us
either closing our minds to new
possibilities by defending 'our
camp' or throwing the baby out
with the bathwater by rejecting
established methods in favour of,
as yet unproven, new ways. Either
one may be extremely costly for
the very people we aim to support.
The integrated approach to
education and therapy adopted by
the Scottish Council for Spastics
takes into account established
methods of care while exploring
the potential benefits of newer
therapies like Conductive
Education. Such an eclectic
approach has its critics too and the
Scottish Council for Spastics has
been blamed for going too far in
the direction of Conductive
Education and for not going far

enough!
Perhaps what we need now to
recognise is that no one single
approach and no one individual
has all the answers. Many,
including Conductive Education,
have however, a substantial
contribution to make.
Yours sincerely,
Jan Murray,
Press/Publicity Officer,
Scottish Council for
Spastics,
Edinburgh
Scottish Child welcomes
readers'letters.
Please send them to the
Editor,
Scottish Child
130 St. Stephen Street
Edinburgh
EH3 5AD
or ring us on 031-220 6502

We Spend All Our Adult Lives Trying To Recreate Our Childhood
Coburn & Naughton
f

IT'S A
DIFFICULT
W

I was, as I was constantly
informed by my parents, a
difficult child

Now Alasdair,
please eat
your peas

Watch your
or els .
Look where (
you're going.
Ally!

Yes, stop
being
difficult

///"

a•'

I progressed, if that's the right
word, to a difficult adolescence

•

taffilifilM...41111111Vi.V:
It's a reputation that follows

you around
and we're all so
bourgeois, and your not, my dinner
well bloody excuse me,
party is
.43
Mr. Right-on
/ruined!

"If your difficult now" I've heard
them say
Coming to the

party Al?

Och leave him,
he's just
being
àg difficult

a.

..."What are you going to be like
when you're older?"

That old bugger has
prolasped again.
I swear he does it
on purpose
Well you are
the difficult
one, aren't you
Mr. McKay?

Come on.
Alasda ir
apologise

ik,y
-di
>,/,e4/43
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in my life

I had my first baby seventeen years
ago. My own mother had had her
last baby at home and she gave me
a lot of support when I said I wanted
a home birth - she was one of the
few who did. In the event I was
moved at a late stage of my labour
into hospital, not because there
was a problem with the birth but, I
think, because of 'midwife stress'.
My midwife was quite unsupported
by the professionals round about
her and it was more than she could
manage to see the birth through in
my home. I had both my second
and third babies at home though,
and I suppose my first experience
helped convince me that a home
birth was what I wanted for me and
the baby and my partner. All the
work I've been doing since has
come out of that. I do feel that
getting the birth right is a very
important preparation for what
comes afterwards. It's as though
you lay the blueprint for the life to
come.
People find the title 'childbirth
educator' quite a strange one. I
have to emphasise that I'm not a
midwife. I may well be with a
woman when she's in labour if she
asks me to be there, but my work is
more about helping women to
choose the 'right' kind of birth for
themselves. In the work I do with
individual women I don't set out to
promote home births over hospital
births. I think you have to be guided
by what a woman wants for herself
and the baby. You have to listen,
give information and support them
in whatever decision they make. I
suppose it's partly for that reason
that I also do quite a lot of what I
think of as 'debriefing' with women
afterbirth. Women don't get many
opportunities to talk through the
38 Scottish Child October/November 1993

The Childbirth Educator
Nadine Edwards talks about women
and childbirth
birth after it's over but they often
need to, not just when things have
gone wrong in some way, but just
because it is such a heightened
experience and many of them want
to relive it, learn from it.
I'd be misrepresenting what! do
though, if I didn't also say that! am
a campaigner. I do a lot of work for
AIMS, that's the Association for
Improvements in the Maternity
Service. As well as the counselling
and the weekly birth preparation
groups I run, I write quite a bit for
the journal of AIMS and I'm
involved in running a two-year
training course for women in
Scotland who want to lead birth
groups in their area.
I do see the campaigning side of
what I do as quite separate from

the one-to-one work. I'm quite
clear that there's no inconsistency
in, on the one hand, setting up a
home birth support group in
Lothian which I have done and
which is running very well, and on
the other hand, respecting women
in whatever choice they make for
their birth. To put it another way, I
don't go into my groups wearing
my 'home birth' hat, although as a
campaigner I do feel that there are
advantages to a home birth.
I think midwives in Scotland
would agree that they lost a good
deal of control to doctors at one
stage. They're trying to regain it
now - with some success - to
become independent practitioners
in their own right which is legally
what they are. One of the problems

in Britain has been that until
recently, all midwives were trained
first as nurses, whereas in other
countries they train in their own
right. Now the 'direct entry'
courses should help change that a
bit, because they will be more
geared towards looking after
healthy women. There's quite a
difference between the kind of
relationship a nurse establishes
with an ill person and the way a
midwife needs to get on with a
pregnant woman. The first can be
more like a parent and child but the
second works better on the whole
if the midwife treats the women as
an adult and consults her like an
adult.
I get enormous pleasure from
the kind of feedback I get from the
women I've worked with but it can
be distressing too. Often I know
that the situation a woman is going
into will be more difficult for her
than she realises. I feel I have to
respect the decision she makes,
even if I question whether her
expectations will be fulfilled. If I
were to take over and get too
involved I would stop her from
exercising her choice in the matter.
The fact is that most women
approaching their first birth don't
believe that the system isn't going
to be working for them. They don't
understand the way in which an
institution demands that people fit
in with its rhythms. You could be
much more directive and spare
some women that discovery but I
think being a birth educator is about
letting people discover things for
themselves, which is how women
will really feel able to ask for things
to be different. That's what I'm
trying to do - to empower women to
choose for themselves.
•
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FILMHOUSE
88 LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH
TELEPHONE 031- 228 2688
At Filmhouse in October:
ATLANTIS (1st - 5th)
THE LIE (3rd - 9th)
WEDDING BANQUET (8th - 17th)
BARAKA (15th - 19th)
HARD BOILED (25th - 31st)

"90% of Aids victims are in the poor
countries of the world, 95% of the
resources to fight Aids are in the rich
countries."
On World Aids Day, 1st December read
Scottish Child's interview with Paulo
Longo who works with boy prostitutes
in Rio de Janeiro.
'Child's play?' - what can we learn from
how kids learn on computers?

THE 2ND FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
WILL TAKE PLACE BETWEEN
22nd - 31st OCTOBER.
Full details in the
Filmhouse brochure.

The best way to be sure of getting your
copy of Scottish Child is to take out a
subscription. You can also order it from
your newsagent using the form below.

Children's Saturday Matinees:
1 MILLION YEARS BC (2nd Oct)
FLASH GORDON (9 Oct)
GREASE (16 Oct)
ASTERIX IN BRITAIN (23rd Oct)
JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (30 Oct)

Please order me a copy of Scottish Child every
two months.

Ticket prices from £2.00 (£1.50) to £3.90
Details and booking 031 228 2688
Box Office open Mon to Sat noon to 9pm
CAFE BAR open from 10am

Name
Address

She lives with a successful businessman,
loving father and respected member of the community.

Last week he hospitalised her.

EMOTIONAL, PHYSICAL, SEXUAL
MALE ABUSE OF POWER IS A CRIME
EDINBURGH DISTRICT COUNCIL WOMEN'S COMMITTEE
WORKING FOR ZERO TOLERANCE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

